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international english for japanese people
suggesting Multimultinationalizationmultinationalization59nationalization
by yukihiro nakayama

this paper is addressed to a multina-
tional

accepted favorably in the context of english
audience it may therefore be language education in japan tanaka 1978

interpreted in different ways by peoples of nishimura 1978 uono 1981 komura
different nations for different reasons 1978 1980 suenobu 1980 nakayama
it is important to keep in mind however 1980b kanzaki 1981 J nakamura 1978
that it is mainly concerned with inter-
national

nohonnolion keizaikeizar shimbunshimoun 1981 cf prator
english for japanese people 1978 thomas 1978

english as an international language an operational definition

in this paper I1 will operationally define
english has been functioning as an english as an international language

international for timelanguage some following smith 1976ab1976ab 1978 as eng-
lishAs international interactions have in-

creased
which is used by people of different

in number the role of english nations to communicate with one another
has become more important not only in cf christophersenChristop hersen 19601960marckwardtmarckwardt 1963

economic but also atpoliticaleconomicpolitical settings quirk et al 1973 kachru 1977 tohyamakohyama
international conferences academic con-
ventions

1979
vent ions etc on a global scale

this operational definition suggests two
the geographical spread of english things one is that an international language

fishman al 1977 indicates itset rising can be any language natural artificial or
importance as an international language manonan made such as japanese BASIC english
nations of the world thoseparticularly or esperanto but this discussion will be
in asia are using english more and more limited to english which is being used very
frequently as an international language frequently for actual international commun-

icationto communicate with the rest of the world I1 am by no means promotingnot just with the native english speaking american english or british english to be
world this the timehappening at same a more frequently used international lang-

uagethat is used lessenglish being frequently for any political reasons tanabe
harrison 1979 onoseenose 1981 as an inin-

tranational
1978 let alone the international language

tra language in asia because of the I1 will treat english as an international
desire to reaffirm nationalindigenous language cf suzuki 1975 higa 1976a
cultural identities english is being used koizumi et al 1976 lummis 1976 K
less frequently as an intranational language nakamura 198 1l0dalodaiodaladaoda 1980
but it is being used more frequently as
an international language cf smith 1981a198 la types of interaction

this increase in the use of english as an
international language and the diversity the other thing which is the more
of english forms among other factors important for our discussion is that english
have led to the development of a func-
tional

is now used for three different types of
concept of english as an international interactions in international settings 1

language smith 1976ab 1978 1980ab english native speakers of different nations
1981ab198 labiab smith and rafiqzadarafiqzadRafiqzad 1979 smith communicating with one another eg
et al 19811981 smith and bisazza forthcoming britons with canadians 2 native speakers
strevens 1977 1978ab 1980 1981 quirk communicating with nonnativenon native speakers
1978 1981 kachru and quirk 1981 eg americans with japanese and 3

lester 1976 1978 some of the studies nonnativenon native speakers of different nonnativenon native
along this line have been reviewed and english speaking nations communicating with
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one another eg japanese with koreans can get used to the pronunciation of chilean
smith 1978 nakayama 1980b baxter english and egyptian english and get to

1980 know the business practices and cultures

english language education in japan of those nations nakayama 1980b20
have almost all of

yamanoueyamanouyeYamanoue 1981seems to put its em-
phasis on the second category in recent
years however there has been a remarkable unfortunately these people are ex-

ceptionalincrease in the third category today most people in english language
education in japan do not even realize theenglish is used more frequently than before problems that nonnativenon native to nonnativenon nativeby nonnativenon native speakers when communi-

cating interactions there has not been muchposewith other nonnativenon native speakers in academic discussion of these problemsinternational settings there is some em-
pirical there has scarcely been any empirical re-

searchdata which indicate that the trainees at allstudents of some japanese educational
institutions in the business and academic the purposes of this paper are 1 to look
sectors are in considerable need of inter-
actions

into the problems of nonnativenon native to non-
nativeof this third category kakehi 1978 interactions and the causes of these
problems 2 to suggest that english
should be multinationalizedmultinationalized in both

new communication problems its linguistic and socioculturalsocio cultural components
and 3 to discuss some possible approaches

this has led to new communication to international english for japanese
problems among peoples of nonnativenon native people
english speaking nations 1 some non-
native speakers of nation X can not un-
derstand

nonnativenon native to nonnativenon native interactions
derstand englishesenglisherEnglishes spoken or written by
nonnativenon native speakers of nations Y and Z first of all nonnativenon native to nonnativenon native
and 2 some nonnativenon native speakers of nation interactions will be analyzed more con-

cretelyX can not speak or write an english cre tely As we know there are two major
that nonnativenon native speakers of nations Y and aspects of verbal communication ie
Z understand production and reception production

of course includes speaking and writing
realizing these problems some di-

rectors
while reception includes listening andof language training programs in reading figure I11 depicts these types ofthe business sector in japan have begun interactions

to cope with them for example kosaka
director of the overseas training institute production reception
of matsushita electric industrial national 0 D
panasonicPanasonic has employed as english in-
structorsstructors several nonnativenon native speakers eg nonnativenon native nonnativenon native
a german a swiss an indian and a swede japanese Q Q noreankorean
in addition to native speakers according reception production rrenaren I1
to him this has enabled the trainees to
get used to non american or non british
varieties of english and proven to be effec-
tive

adapted from nakayama 1980b 23
in some business transactions be-

hind this is their policy that in learning FIGURE I11english as an international language the
cultural biases for particular nations should each of these interactions involvesbe excluded nihon keizaikeizar shimbunshimoun
19809 production and reception on the part of

each of the interactorsinteractors thus fomorforr the
yamanoueyamanouyeYamanoue manager of the international sake of discussion it is possible to isolate

planning personnel department of kobe four different aspects of each interaction
steel has a chilean and an egyptian teach 1 reception by japanese 2 production
some classes he asserts that the trainees by japanese 3 reception by other non
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native speakers and 4 production by at home or abroad they are interacting
other nonnativenon native speakers with people who are usually faced with

similar problems and this is what compoundsthough in one sense the problems of the situation and at times leads to mis-
understandingsreception by japanese and the problems they conclude thatof production by other nonnativenon native speakers people in these institutions may assume

are actually two sides of the same commun-
ication

that once nonnativenon native speakers can success-
fullyproblem as are the problems of

interact with native speakers theyproduction by japanese and reception by automatically can communicate with otherother nonnativenon native speakers they are treated nonnativenative hasnon speakers experience proven
as separate aspects to better analyze the two this not to be so
way nature of communication itself

which is more likely to be intelligible tothe communicationspecifically problems japanese native english or nonnativenon nativeare for example 1 some japanese cannot english there have been two opposingunderstand educated englishesenglisherEnglishes spoken impressionistic observations made on thisor written by koreans or indians 2 some question in japan one says nonnativenon nativejapanese cannot speak or write an educated english is more likely to be intelligibleenglish that koreans or indians understand to japanese arikawa 1980 the other3 some koreans or indians cannot under-
stand educated english spoken or written
by japanese and 4 some koreans or with teaching experience in japan
indians cannot speak or write an educated and the USA yukihiro nakayama
english that japanese understand was recently a professional associate

the culture instituteat learning
A complete discussion of these four

east west center honolulu and didwould constitute another article this
one therefore will look into several findings research on a functional concept

of english as an international language
made in recent empirical studies with larry E smith he is presently

an instructor at st andrews uni-
versityrecent empirical studies momoyamamotoyamaMomoyama gakuingaduin daigaku
he is also a freelancefreelance writer andare varieties of english really a serioserloseriousus has authoredcoauthoredco authored several tape

problem to answer this question smith texts one of which is birdree english
et al 1981 carried out a pilot study with a conversation series introductory
questionnaire and an additional interview course
involving thirty two institutions in asia
the pacific and the united states which
supposedly prepare people to use english says native english is more likely to be
in international settings in this survey intelligible komura 1980 cf tanaka
they discovered the severity of some of the 1978
language problems that the trainees of in order to compare the degree of in-

telligibilitythese institutions face when using english between educated native and
in international settings the two most ofeducated nonnativenon native varieties english
severe problems reported were 1 poor cf ando 1978 1979 smith and rafiqzadrafiqzadaRafiqzad
listening comprehension and 2 the inability 1979 nelson 1980 smith 1980b gimson
to understand different varieties of english 1978 shimaoka 1981 suenobu smith
these problems are no doubt related to each and nakayama 1980 made an empirical
other case study involving an educated american

the most natural cause of these problems speaker and an educated korean speaker
as was confirmed by the survey is the as test readers 240 students from two
lack of exposure to english smith et al universities in kobe served as subjects
write that whatever exposure such train-
ees

the grammar and lexicon were held constant
have to the language is limited by the while the phonological features were

available resources when these people allowed to vary the same listening com-
prehensionfind themselves in international settings test was read by the two
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speakers with their different phonological japanese must become more tolerant to the
features to test listening comprehension many varieties of educated nonnativenon native
in this study it was found that 1 the englishesenglisherEnglishes cf kashiwase 1980
educated american english is as intelligible
to the freshmen as the educated korean another major cause seems to be that
english is and 2 the educated american english has been taught to japanese with
english is slightly but significantly more the assumption that the grammar lexis
intelligible to the juniors than the educated and pronunciation of english are those
korean english is cf smith and rafiqzadarafiqzadRafiqzad of an idealized american or briton from
1979 an idealized american or british culture

lumis 1976 utsunomiya 1977 K naka-
muraone possible interpretation of the first 1980a this type of english language

is that the freshmen who havefinding education in japan has not prepared japanese
not been exposed to much spoken english adequately for interactions with otherof any kind find the educated american nonnativenon native speakers
english and the educated korean englishenglis
equally difficult to understand ie equally
intelligible cf bowers 1981 A possible the multinationalizationnationalizationMulti of english
interpretation of the second finding is that
since they have been exposed to some when english is used as an international
american english andor british english language particularly when used by non-

nativesince they entered the universities the speakers in communicating with
students have improved their listening other nonnativenon native speakers it is not owned
comprehension ability to understand the by its native speakers but it belongs to its
educated american english but this did nonnativenon native speakers it can and should be
not carry over very much to the educated multinationalizedimultinationalizedmultinationalized nakayama 1981 de
korean english nationalized smith 1976a or deanglode anglo

americanized kunihiro 1970
further research is planned to explore

the second finding with the hypothesis there are two major components for
that as japanese people improve their multinationalizationnationalizationmulti ie the linguistic com-

ponentlistening comprehension ability to under-
stand

and the socioculturalsocio cultural component
native english they will in a com-

parative
though these two overlap in some ways

parative way find nonnativenon native english less one may operationally categorize multinamaltina
intelligible than native english advanced tionalization into two components
japanese students of english find it more
difficult to understand educated non-
native

the linguistic component
englishesenglisherEnglishes than educated native

lishes cf smith and bisazza forth-
coming
englishesengiishesenglisherEng first english should be multinationalizedmultinationalized

in the linguistic component this does
not mean however that teachers should

attitudes and idealization be lowering prator 1978 the standard
of english for their classes it is not a

there are many causes for the inability situation where anything goes oda 1961
to understand different spoken varieties 1970ab tsurumi 1968 1981 suzuki 1971
of english any attempt to factor out 1975 1979 higa 1976b 1978ab lummis
all the causes is beyond the scope of this 1976 1980 kuratani 1980 wakabayashi
article however two will be briefly dis-
cussed

1980 cf nakayama 1979 1980a the
one is attitude towards the va-

rieties
target should be that which is grammatically

of english krishnaswamy 1978 acceptable semantically identifiable and
says that a listener will not understand any-
one

phonologically intelligible aseducatedas educated non-
nativeif heshebeshe does not want to samonte englishesenglisherEnglishes some things are phono-
logically1981 points out that the listener must intelligible but not semantically

accept hisheraisher part of the responsibility identifiable some things are both phono-
logicallyin solving the intelligibility problem it intelligible and semantically identi-
fiableshould not remain entirely with the speaker but not gramaticallygramaticagrammaticallylly acceptable
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as educated nonnativenon native englishesenglisherEnglishes all up the varieties of english as an important
three factors are important cf smith theme of his classes paying attention to
1980a the varieties of grammar lexis and pronun-

ciation of english nakamurasNakamuras philosophy
the socioculturalsocio cultural component of teaching is basically 1 do not regard

any specific native english as a model
second english should be multinamaltina 2 do not limit the reading material to any

tionalized in the socioculturalsocio cultural component specific nation and 3 make the students
when speakers native or nonnativenon native of more aware of the external functions of the
than nation culture interactone or more language K nakamura 1981 personal
than one set of socioculturalsocio cultural assassumptionsumptions communication he uses material dealing
will be in operation each culture has with intercultural and political topics
its own ways of speakingexpressingspeaking expressing emo-
tions

nakamura is thinking of using 1 material
rules for turn takingchoicetaking choice of topic which deals with nations in the third world

patterns of discodiscourseargumentdiscourseurseargumenturse argument functions and neighboring nations and 2 material
of speech eg gratitude and disagreement written by nonnativenon native speakers which
etc A knowledge of these ways rules stimulates the students intellectual curios-

itypatterns and functions has to be developed
for effective international communication
cf smith et al 1981 also impressive are the tape texts by

takagi and cates 1980 they have record-
edanother major factor in the socio cul conversations between several japanese

tural component is cultural background and four different native speakers i e
english language education in japan has an american a briton a canadian and an
stressed that language and culture are australian they have also included sixteen
inseparably bound together but by stressing different nonnativenon native speakers from europe
the reciprocity between the two it has asia south america africa and the middle
been implied that english is therefore east ie a korean a chinese a czecho-

slovakinseparably bound to american or british a chilean an italian a frenchman
culture this is ridiculous because when a dutchman a ghanian a brazilian an
japanese use english in communicating iranian an indonesian an indian a german
for with koreans indiansexample or a swede a singaporeanSingaporean and an egyptian

culture korean culture and indianjapanese these people talk about the politics eco-
nomiesculture will be in operation language societies and cultures of their own

and culture be boundmay inseparably nations cf richards 1976 krishnaswamy
but english not be boundtogether can and aziz 1978 more teaching material

only to the cultures of native english speak-
ing

of this sort must be produced
nations english should also be bound

to those of nonnativenon native english speaking sukwiwatSukwiwat and fieg forthcoming are
nations when used by peoples of nonnativenon native attempting to pinpoint the various problems
english speaking nations that thai speakers have in communicating

in english with non thais they are now
approaches to international english working on a handbook that will suggest

for japanese people ways to improve such communication
the novel feature of this handbook is that it

the final section of this article will ieis an attempt to categorize systematically
discuss some possible approaches to in-
ternational

problems of syntax semantics nonverbalnon verbal
ternational english for japanese people behavior and cultural differences and relate

what would activities in english classes these four areas to specific functions such
be like the teaching material would be as expressing gratitude compliments dis-

agreementbased on societies and cultures of both etc they have reordered and
native and nonnativenon native english speaking synthesized the functional categories pro-

posednations K nakamurasNakamuras report 1980b by wilkins 1976 and have selected
on his university classes gives an example twenty categories which seem to embrace
of such activities he has regarded english as the most frequent and important areas of
an international lingua franca and hashashhasa taken human interaction cf bickley 1981
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this handbook will certainly prepare japan-
ese

english language educators need to work
to better interact with thais when com-

municating
with students to sensitize them to expect

municating in english misunderstanding and assist them in ac-
commodatingcommodating to it candlin 1981

guidelines for speaking and listening
conclusion

although smith 1981a198 la thatagrees english has been functioning as an
there is no single method which people international language for some time and

can acquire and no set of rules which they the incidence of nonnativenon native to nonnativenon native
can simply put into practice gumperz and interactions required by the diversity of
roberts 1978 to ensure that they com-
municate

international interactions has been increas-
ingmunicate effectively across cultures he in spite of this english language

offers some guidelines which can help education in japan has only been teaching
he divides them into two categories one the national languages and cultures of the
for the speaker and the other for the listen-
er

USA and the UK which has not been suf-
ficientcf mauser 1977 van zandt 1970 ficient it will now also be necessary for our

below are six guidelines out of the thirteen students to listen to and read educated
offered by smith englishesenglisherEnglishes spoken and written by peoples
when speaking remember of nonnativenon native english speaking nations

and learn about their societies and cultures
I11 speak clearly and distinctly but dont in addition english teachers in japan will

slow your speech down excessively have to teach and prepare students to
unless you speak uncommonly fast express socioculturalsocio cultural things about japan

2 avoid slang jargon and figures of in their educated nonnativenon native english
speech be as concrete as possible nakayama 1981 cf ando 19793 ogawa
be specific and illustrate your points 1981 113
with examples when feasible

references3 avoid long monologues and limit the
number of ideas in each of your sen-
tences ando shoichi 1978 acceptability of

japanese english the significance
4 beware of trying to be humorous method and problem of its measurement

unless you know your listener and english language education forum
his culture well you can be easily tokyo december 36 49
misunderstood and thought to be
insulting ando shoichi 1979 acceptable japanese

5 tactfully ask questions occasionally english as international english kyoto
to determine whether or not your english center communication 42 1- 414
listener has comprehended your key
points nodding the head does not arikawa seihachiro 1980 english as

necessarily mean that the listener a mother tongue and english as an
international language from a phono-
logical

has understood or agrees with you
A japanese listener may nod his head viewpoint the journal of english

1 teaching tokyo october 161816 18to mean I am listening to you and
trying to understand please con-
tinue baxter james B 1980 how should I1

speak english americanlyamerican lylyjapanesejapanese ly
or internationally JALT journal 12 331-
61

1
when listening remember

1 dont be surprised even in the best
of circumstances when misunder-
standings

bickley verner C 19811981 the international
occur be ready to admit uses of english research in progress

you have misunderstood or have at the culture learning institute cul-
turebeen misunderstood and seek im-

mediately
learning institute report east west

to clarify the situation center honolulu 7722 1121 12
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bowers james R 1981 A survey of kachru brajaraj B and randolph quirk 1981
english teaching methodology in japan-
ese

introduction in larry E smith ed
junior and senior high schools pre-

sentation
english for cross cultural communication

sentation made at the JACET con-
vention

london macmillan
vention wasedabaseda university november

kakehi hisao 1978 questionnaires oncandlin christopher N 1981 discoursalDiscoursal english as an international auxiliary
patterning and the equalizing of inter-
pretive language EIAL an interim report

in E smithopportunity larry presentation made at the JACET con-
ventioned english for cross cultural com-

munication
kwanswaiKwanswai branch kyoto col-

legemunication london macmillan of foreign languages june

hersen paul 1960 towardchristophersenChristop a kanzaki kazuo 1981 A comment on
standard of international english english larry E smiths paper round table on
language teaching 14 3 127138127 138 languages linguistics and literature

nagoya gakuingaduin university 3 333833 38
fishman joshua A robert L cooper and

andrew W conrad 1977 the spread kashiwasakashiwaseKash iwasa shogo 1980 some japanese
of english rowley massachusetts responses to nonstandardnon standard english pre-

sentationhousenewbury sentation made at the JACET con-
ventionven tion notre dame seishin universitygimson A C 1978 the pronunciation octoberof english its international intelli-

gibility the teaching of english in koizumi torutom et al 1976 introduction injapan 786794786 794 tokyo eichoshaEichosha toru koizumi ed english as a tool
8148 14 tokyo jiccpublishersJICC publishersgumperz J and C roberts 1978 deve-

loping awareness skills for inter ethnic
communication southall england komura mikio 1978 EFL ESL and EIL
national centre for industrial language studies in english language education
training osaka university of education 2 109-

111harrison S S 1979 why they wont
speak our language in asia asia march
april komura mikio 1980 recent foreign

language education the world and
higa masanori 1976a two languages and japan in mikio komura and minoru

two cultures language tokyo 5 10 oda eds english language education
283528 35 theory and practice 274274287287 tokyo

daiichi hoki
higa masanori 1976b some suggestions

for english language education the krishnaswamy N 1978 lamentations
english teachers magazine tokyo of a lover of english paper presented
january at a conference on english as an inter-

national auxiliary language east west
higa masanori 1978a aspects for us-

ability
center honolulu april

the english teachersteachersmagazinemagazine
tokyo november krishnaswamy N and salim A azis 1978

understanding values TEIL and the
higa masanori 1978b intelligible english third world paper presented at the

and perfectionism educational lectures tenth international congress of anthro-
pologicaltokyo gakushukenkyusha 9 106-

119
po and ethnological sciences new
delhi december

kachru brajaraj B 1977 new englishesenglisherEnglishes and
the old model english teaching forum kunihiro masao 1970 how to speak
july 30 english tokyo simulpressSIMUL press
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kuratani naomi 1980 about japanese to the language for international
people teach english to japanese people communication project culture learn-

ingenglish language education forum institute east west center honolulu
tokyo march I1133

nakayama yukihiro 1980a annotated
lester mark 1976 english as an interna-

tional
bibliography and resource persons list for

auxiliary language unpublished japanese english as international english
paper available from the culture learning paper submitted to the language for
institute east west center honolulu international communication project

culture learning institute east west
lester mark 1978 international english center honolulu

and language variation english as an yukihiro 1980b internationalinternational language 6146 14 london nakayama
english reconsideration english lan-
guagethe british council education forum tokyo decem-
ber 202620 26lummis douglas 1976 english conver-

sation as ideology in torutom koizumi nakayama yukihiro 1981 english fored english as a tool 304730 47 tokyo japanese children multiJICC publishers originally appeared suggesting
nationalization presentation made atin tembobembo tokyo february 1975 the JASTEC convention kobe city

of studies juneuniversity foreignlummis douglas 1980 english is not of theowned only by caucasians thetheenglishenglish summary presentation appeared
in teaching english to children tokyojournal tokyo february 11- 12 8julyl9818 july 1981 666766 67

marckwardt albert H 1963 english
nakayama yukihiro mineo suenobu andas a second language and english as

E smith 1980 problems
a foreign language PMLA may 25- 282528 larry in

english as an international language
aural comprehension ability for non-
nativemauser F F 1977 losing something in english presentation made at the

the translation harvard business review JACET convention notre dame seishin
july august university october

nakamura junsaku 1978 EIAL a new nelson cecil 1980 the intelligibility of
trend in english language teaching michi nonnativenon native englishesenglisherEnglishes paper presented at
kyoto 1 2 12122323 the TESOL convention san francisco

march
nakamura kei 1980a my views on

english language education tokyo nihon keizarkeizai shimbunshimounShimbun 1980 lets speak
kenkyushaKenkyusha adialecttooa dialect too novembernovember20 20 9

nakamura kei 1980b I1 am teaching what nihon keizarkeizai shimbunshimounShimbun 1981 lets listen
and how in my universities the journal to dialects march 99
of english teaching tokyo october
333533 35 nishimura yoshitaro 1978 east west

center EIAL educators program
nakamura kei 1981 language intrusion the english teachersteachersmagazinemagazine tokyo

in wales the journal of english teachi-
ng november 363936 39

tokyo february 41 46
oda makoto 1961 only intelligibility is

nakayama yukihiro 1979 intercultural important hakutogakuto tokyo may
communication and no common lan-
guage a brief survey of attitudes on non-
native

oda makoto 1970a english and en
speakers use of english from a glanto my foreign languages 59 65

japanese perspective paper submitted tokyo chuoshinshoChuo shinsho
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oda makoto 1970b english and language smith larry E 1978 some distinctive
bekaisekai tokyo january features of EIAL vs ESOL in english

language education culture learning
oda makoto 1980 suggesting japanese institute report east west center ho-

noluluenglish interview telecast on NHK 5 3 5115 11
educational TV opinion 80 august 16

smith larry E 1980a international
ogawa yoshio 1981 beyond english english for native and nonnativenon native english

conversation tokyo SIMUL press speakers paper presented at the TESOL
convention san francisco march

onoseenose shuji 1981 english and taglishdaglishTaglish smith larry E 1980b intelligibility vsshukan jiji tokyo july 25 51 55 comprehensibility there is a difference
paper presented at the TESOL con-
ventionprator clifford H 1978 the pronun-

ciation

ven tion san francisco march

of english as an international
smith larry E 1981a english as anauxiliary language in japan workpapersWorkpapers

in TESL UCLA 12 94949696 international language no room for
linguistic chauvinism round table on

quirk randolf 1978 aspects of english languages linguistics and literature
gakuingaduin 3 273227 32nagoya universityas an international language the lan-

guage teacher koge denmark 9
smith E ed 1981blarry englishfebruary 20203434

for cross cultural communication lon-
don macmillanquirk randolf 1981 international com-

municationmuni cation and the concept of nuclear
smith larry E and khalilullah rafiqzadrafiqzadaRafiqzadenglish in larry E smith ed eng-

lish 1979 english for cross cultural com-
munication

for cross cultural communication
london macmillan muni cation the question of intelligi-

bility TESOL quarterly 131333 337138037171371 338080

quirk randolf et al 1973 A grammar of smith larry E et al 19811981 english incontemporary english new york se-
minar press international settings problems and

causes english worldwideworld wide november
richards jack C 1976 A comment on

EIAL RELC journal 7 2 46464848 smith larry E and john bisazza forth-
coming intelligibility study of varieties

samonte aurora L 1981 teaching of english
english for international and intranational
purposes the philippine context in strevens peter 1977 english as an inter-

nationallarry E smith ed english for cross language when is a local form
cultural communication london mac-
millan of english a suitable target for ELT pur-

poses english as an international lan-
guageshimaoka takashi 1981 acceptable 253325 33 london the british

japanese english with special reference council
to A C gimson 1980 JACETjacetbulletinbulletin
tokyo 12 73739090 strevens peter 1978a english for interna-

tional and intranational purposes a shift
smith larry E 1976a ESOLEIALESOL EIAL a in linguistic perspectives journal of

position paper on the teachinglearningteaching learning of indian linguistics new delhi june
english as an international auxiliary
language TESL reporter 10 1 1151 15 strevens peter 1978b international and

intranational forms of english the
smith larry E 1976b english as an inter-

national
analysis of diversity paper presented

auxiliary language RELC at conference on english in nonnativenon native
journal 727 2 385438 54 contexts university of illinois july
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strevens peter 1980 teaching english tsurumi shunsuke 1968 the japanese
as an international language oxford language and an international language
pergamon institute of english foreign languages 256263256 263 tokyo

kawadeshboshinshakawadeshboslanshadnsha
strevens peter 1981 forms of english

tsurumi shunsuke 1981 philosophyan analysis of the variables in larry E of BASIC english the english teacherssmith ed english for cross cultural
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